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Letter

from the

president

Record-setting financial performance (revenue and operating income), geographic expansion, incremental service offerings and an ongoing
commitment to the communities we serve all contributed to another outstanding year for Ulteig. Our results were accomplished through focus and
drive by our team of engineering, technical and field service professionals. Ultimately, though, our success is unmistakably attributable to our clients,
and we never lose sight of our appreciation for them.
Early in 2016, we launched a strategic plan aimed at Ulteig becoming widely regarded as the partner of choice for technical solutions in our Lifeline
Sectors®. That vision served as a rallying point for everyone in the organization to extend our reach in a clear and focused manner while creating
greater value for an increasingly diverse set of clients.
The introduction of our new Field Services organization in 2016, including the launch of our Testing and Commissioning services, allows us to
bring our expertise directly to the jobsite. Our competence in both Project Management and Construction Management provides a more integrated
approach to managing complex, multifaceted projects. By opening a new office in Minot, North Dakota, we are able to better leverage the capabilities
of our Technical and Field Services practice among our established relationships as well as potential new clients in this healthy regional market.
Immersing ourselves in the communities in which we operate is a commitment we make beyond the services we provide. Through our philanthropic
efforts and the volunteer activities of our employees in 2016, we sought to address the achievement gap and increase interest and awareness of the
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) disciplines.
Finally, through several company awards and designations, we continue to be recognized among our peers as a top engineering firm and a
top workplace. We are proud of our 350+ employees who provide their steadfast dedication to excellence and integrity. You will see in
the following pages that we have showcased those employees whose exemplary efforts in 2016 enhanced our culture and contributed
to our clients’ success.
I encourage you to read through our Year in Review to learn more about the strong work and quality outcomes that Ulteig achieved in
2016. Note the examples of how we drove value through the meticulous application of our capabilities in all of the Lifeline Sectors®
we serve, including Power, Renewables, Transportation, Water and Oil/Gas.
Ulteig’s impact and continued growth is a testament to our legacy of purposeful and constructive client partnerships.
We listen. We solve®. And it is a privilege to do so.

“We are proud of our 350+ employees
who provide their steadfast dedication to
excellence and integrity.”

Doug Jaeger
President & CEO

ulteig.com
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to

Growth

Three-Year Strategic Plan
In 2016, our leadership team engaged to create a comprehensive three-year strategic plan. The team considered the organization’s current
role in the industry and discussed how we want to position ourselves for growth over the next three years. Our company core values — which
speak to the essence of who we are — provided a valuable guide for helping us both define how we operate and decide how to best leverage
our expertise.
As we execute the Ulteig strategic plan, we will seek opportunities where we can reinforce our core competencies, extend our services and
expand our geographic footprint to serve new and current partners in our targeted Lifeline Sectors®.
While our value proposition describes who we are today, all of the work we do in the strategic process ultimately helps us realize the Ulteig
vision of being our clients’ partner of choice.
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Our Value
Proposition

Our Core
Values

Our
Vision

Clients depend on us to deliver
comprehensive engineering and
technical services that strengthen
infrastructure vital to everyday life.

• We dedicate ourselves to our
clients’ success.
• We pursue excellence in our work.
• We act with integrity.

To be widely regarded as the partner
of choice for technical solutions in
our targeted Lifeline Sectors®.

2016 Year in Review

Commitment
to Growth

Leadership Addition
Jim Horn
Jim Horn joined Ulteig as the Chief Human Resources Officer in February 2016. His responsibilities
include all Human Resources and Business Services functions, including IT, Analytics, Facilities,
Administration and Quality & Safety.

E mployee
S tock
O wnership
P lan

An accomplished leader in talent management practices, Jim plays a key role in employee engagement
and retention, along with Leadership Development. Jim was instrumental in helping Ulteig create a set
of Leadership Dimensions: those behaviors that we expect from every Ulteig employee at every level
of the organization. The end goal is to help each individual become a better leader, which ultimately
makes Ulteig a better environment in which to work.

ESOP
Ulteig is 100%
employee-owned.
Our Employee Stock
Ownership Plan

“One key element we are striving to achieve is to be recognized as a Best Place to Work,” Jim said. “To that end, we
annually survey our employees to identify what is going well and where we have opportunities to improve.”

(ESOP) supports the
organization’s long-term
viability and enhances
our legacy of strong

Minot, nd Office Expansion

employee engagement.

Through recent market analysis and in keeping with our ongoing search for geographic
expansion opportunities, our leadership team chose to pursue a stronger presence in Minot,

98%

North Dakota. The new Minot location strengthens the Ulteig commitment to the region by
supporting the city’s healthy business climate. It also allows Ulteig to leverage the capabilities
of our Technical and Field Services staff.

Did you know?

“There is considerable investment being made in the Minot public
infrastructure and surrounding communities,” said Ulteig President and
CEO Doug Jaeger. “We look forward to introducing our solutions-focused

In 2016, 98% of Ulteig
clients said they would
choose Ulteig again for

approach to even more clients who serve these critical markets.”

future projects.
ulteig.com
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to Growth

New Service Offerings
Field Services and Testing & Commissioning
In 2016, Ulteig announced the creation of its Field Services organization, designed to provide dedicated focus to the unique needs of those fieldbased teams who serve our clients. In an effort to ensure smooth communication within this newly created area, we moved both our Project
Management and Construction Management teams under the Field Services umbrella.
Ulteig project managers serve as the single point of client contact and hold ultimate responsibility for project performance and all projectrelated details from concept to completion. By bringing all facets of the project under the supervision of a single, experienced individual, we are
better equipped than ever to complete projects on time, on budget and most importantly to ensure our clients’ success.
Ulteig construction managers oversee all construction activities while collaborating with all key stakeholders to execute and monitor the
uniform policies and procedures as established by industry standards and our clients. If needed, construction managers also now have the
flexibility to serve as the onsite Resident Project Representative (RPR), acting as an extension of the project team and providing detailed daily
inspection reports for project-specific tasks.
Also in 2016, Ulteig launched its newest service under the Field Services organization, Testing and Commissioning, to support the programming,
checkout and commissioning of substation facilities. This commercial launch was after we successfully piloted testing and commissioning
within our Substation group. This new service also provides in-field review of all detailed design within a substation, including protection and
control, programming and communication, electrical design, detailed structural steel design and civil grading plans. This review is paramount
to ensuring a safe facility that is ready for seamless ownership transfer.
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Commitment
to Growth

Our Tagline
We listen. We solve.

®

Our tagline captures the essence of our unique position in the market.
“We” implies our bias toward partnership. We view our clients as partners in the process and we know
there needs to be a strong relationship for the two entities to be successful.
“Listen” speaks to our effort to understand our clients’ needs. We are constantly
listening and searching for ways to apply our breadth of services. We look at each
project holistically to ensure we provide everything our clients need.
“Solve” refers to our ability to offer a comprehensive set of solutions. It speaks
both to our value proposition and the degree to which our clients depend on
us to help them resolve the range of challenges they face.

We listen. We solve.

®

ulteig.com
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Awards/recognition
Employee
Engagement
Survey

97%

Corporate Awards

Top Workplaces “Workplace Achiever”

Top 10 Workplaces

Top 150 Workplaces

Denver Post

Bismarck-Mandan Young Professionals

Minneapolis StarTribune

In 2016, 97% of

Our Denver office received this recognition

Ulteig was among 10 companies selected

For the second year in a row, Ulteig was

employees participated

based solely on feedback from our

for this award, which recognizes local

recognized as a National Standard Top

in our annual

employees at this location. Ulteig’s scores

businesses committed to recruiting and

Workplace, based on employee surveys

companywide Employee

were high enough to exceed a national

retaining talented young professionals.

focusing on the overall workplace

Engagement Survey,

benchmark of similarly sized companies in

environment. Ulteig was among the 150

posting an overall

our peer group.

companies that met this standard with

engagement score

elevated measurements of engagement,

that was 11% above

organizational health and employee

the global norm and

satisfaction.

in the top 15% of all
companies using our
survey vendor.

Best Place to Work Runner-up

Top 25 Engineering Firms

Top 500 Firms

North Dakota Young

in the Twin Cities

Engineering News-Record

Professionals Network

Minneapolis/St. Paul Business Journal

Ulteig moved up 24 places, from 263 in

Ulteig received this recognition for the
second year in a row, judged by the
amount of creative space and innovation
that businesses offer young professionals.
10
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2015 to 239 in 2016.

Commitment
to Growth

Awards/Recognition

Employee Professional Achievements
The Ulteig Employee Recognition Awards celebrate employee excellence by acknowledging those who enhance our culture, demonstrate leadership and make other
notable contributions to the company during the year. We are always amazed by our employees’ dedication to improving the organization and ultimately contributing
to our clients’ success.
Culture Champion

President’s Club

High-Performing Leader

This annual award is presented to individuals or

The President’s Club award recognizes employees

This recognition goes to individuals

teams that best contribute to making Ulteig a great

who have made exceptional contributions to Ulteig

with team leadership responsibilities

place to work.

business performance and results while strongly

who have best represented Ulteig’s

adhering to our Core Values.

core leadership dimensions.

Ashley Campion

Matt Kavanagh

Aaron Lauinger

Mike Lloyd

Jeff Heinemann

Sr. Marketing

Proposal Manager

Account Executive

Data Solutions

Sr. Technical Manager

Specialist

Developer

Big Mo
This award is given to the Ulteig employee or team that provided the greatest overall contribution
to the company during the year. The award is named after Elmer “Mo” Christl, an employee who
spent 40 years pursuing excellence, integrity and the highest value in client service.
Jake Hermanson
Technical Manager, Transmission, Distribution and Communication

ulteig.com
ulteig.com

® ®
WeWe
listen.
listen.
WeWe
solve.
solve.
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Commitment
to Growth

Awards/Recognition

First Penguin Award
Presented to employees who broke from the safe, conventional path to boldly do something uncommon or innovative, this award is named after the late Randy Pausch, a former
professor at Carnegie Mellon University who gave out a First Penguin Award annually to the student who took a risk while trying something new to reach a goal.
2016 First Penguin Award Winners
South Dakota Signage Team
The South Dakota Signage Team created a document-sharing and inventory-management system to help a large transportation client efficiently track and monitor street
signage installations throughout a South Dakota county.

Jimmy Coffee
Design Engineer
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Johnny Menning
Survey Technician

2016 Year in Review

Chad Stensland
Senior Engineer

John Arnquist
Software Solutions
Developer

Joel Feik
GIS Technician

Mike Schnetzer
Senior GIS Analyst

Commitment
to Growth

Awards/Recognition

First Penguin Award
2016 First Penguin Award Winners

2016 First Penguin Award Winner

2016 First Penguin Award Winner

Zach Baranowski and Josh Potts

Casey Bekkerus

Dan Haglund

Zach Baranowski, Design Engineer, and Josh Potts, Technical Manager, are

Casey

Engineering

Dan Haglund, Lead GIS Analyst on the Land

members of the Transmission, Distribution and Communications team in St.

Technician on the Civil team in Detroit

Services team in St. Paul, Minnesota, deftly

Paul, Minnesota. They were instrumental in demonstrating Ulteig expertise

Lakes, Minnesota, used a software program

applied Joint Trench Design and streamlined

and capability on a large transmission project by successfully developing bid

that combines 3D site data with preliminary

several independent processes into a single-

evaluation criteria and reviewing proposals for a competitive bid.

engineering models to help clients better

access database that allows contracts to

visualize projects prior to construction and

be preformatted and tracks projects from

final design.

inception through completion. Dan also

Bekkerus,

Senior

developed an interactive, web-based tool
to organize data and allow the application
to be shared among planners, designers,
construction professionals and utilities.

Zack Baranowski
Design Engineer

Josh Potts
Technical Manager

Casey Bekkerus
Senior Engineering Technician

Dan Haglund
Lead GIS Analyst

ulteig.com
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Community

Culture Committee
Run entirely by employee volunteers, the Ulteig Culture Committee works to maximize the culture-friendly atmosphere that fosters employee
engagement by supporting activities that benefit our business, communities and clients. This team has played a vital role in supporting both
internal growth and external community involvement. The team oversaw charity donations that supported multiple organizations and events
in 2016, including in-kind equipment donations to Inspire Lab in Moorhead, Minnesota and laptops loaded with educational materials sent to
overseas orphanages through Project Increase in St. Paul, Minnesota.
In addition to charitable contributions, the Culture Committee organizes social activities and celebrations for employees throughout
the year.

In alignment with the work facilitated by the Culture Committee, Ulteig donated to over 60 additional causes.
Ulteig employees
donated winter
clothing to
families in need at
Prodeo Academy
in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, and
delivered stocking
stuffers to Northern
Churches Care in
Colorado Springs,
Colorado.
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Commitment
to Community

Commitment to Education
Ulteig has long history of attending university career fairs to recruit interns and full-time employees, but our commitment to education is
far greater than these interactions alone. We seek to enhance education access and opportunity through all stages of learning. By actively

$2.6M+

volunteering in our own communities, we not only have the opportunity to help close the achievement gap, but also help prepare, inspire and
empower students in a variety of settings.
for

Elementary
Throughout each school year, Ulteig works with children who attend Prodeo Academy in North Minneapolis, a school with a mission to address the
significant achievement gap. Employees visit the school and tutor students on a weekly basis. President and CEO Doug Jaeger is a member of the
board of directors at Prodeo and also tutors students. In addition, Ulteig has also made financial contributions to the school.
Secondary
Ulteig supports high school and middle school STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) programs with the objective of creating
broader interest in the STEM fields to promote growth and leadership in the United States and globally.
From September through December, Ulteig employees hosted a group of high school students as part of the ACEC Engineering Explorers
Post to give them real-world exposure to the industry and encourage their educational pursuits in engineering.

723 students
As of December 2016,
Ulteig has supported
723 students with over
$2.6 million in IEEE
PES Scholarship Plus
Initiative funds.

A St. Paul Substation Engineer mentored students from the Engineering Institute at Totino-Grace High School in Fridley, Minnesota, where
Ulteig provides financial sponsorship for the program’s digital and analog electrical components.
Postsecondary
In September, Technical Director of Transmission, Distribution and Communications Sarah Beckman addressed the Society of Women
Engineers (SWE) chapter at the Colorado School of Mines. Her keynote presentation discussed opportunities within the Power and
Renewables Lifeline Sectors® and provided career guidance. Ulteig representatives were also present at the spring and fall career fairs at
the Colorado School of Mines to discuss potential internship and full-time employment opportunities with students.
In November, Jim Horn, Chief Human Resources Officer, and Ahmed Garad, Design Engineer in Substation, visited the Institute for Electrical
and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) chapter at the University of Minnesota (U of MN) at their fall meeting to educate students about electrical
engineering career paths at Ulteig. In addition, Ulteig provided financial support for the U of MN chapters of IEEE and SWE.
Technical Manager Jesse Erickson also provided his perspective on working for an engineering consulting firm during a Careers and Energy
panel discussion at the Colorado School of Mines.
Ulteig is active on the electrical engineering advisory boards of several universities nationwide. Most recently, Jason Hoskins, Chief
Engineering & Technical Officer, joined the Electrical & Computer Engineering Industry Advisory Board at North Dakota State University.
ulteig.com
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Commitment
to Community

Geographic Footprint

Expanding geographically to get closer to clients.

Minot

MIssoula

Williston

Clackamas
Bozeman

n FARGO, North Dakota
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
3350 38th Ave. S.
Fargo, ND 58104
	PH: 701.280.8500

Bismarck FARGO

Scarborough

Alexandria

Boise

Watertown

St. Paul

Eleva

Sioux Falls
Jackson
Cedar Rapids

n BISMARCK, North Dakota
1412 Basin Ave.
	Bismarck, ND 58504
	PH: 701.258.6507
n Minot, North Dakota
216 S. Broadway St., Suite 200
Minot, ND 58701
	PH: 701.280.8500

Detroit Lakes

Billings

Ashburn

Denver

Long BEach

n WILLISTON, North Dakota
820 11th Street E., Suite 101
	Williston, ND 58801
	PH: 701.572.4172
Leander

n DENVER, Colorado
5575 DTC Parkway, Suite 200
Greenwood Village, CO 80111
	PH: 720.873.5700
n CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa
109 N. Center Point Road
	Hiawatha, IA 52233
	PH: 319.286.3000

n ST. PAUL, Minnesota
4285 Lexington Ave. N.
St. Paul, MN 55126
	PH: 651.415.3800

n DETROIT LAKES, Minnesota
1345 Highway 10 W.
Detroit Lakes, MN 56501
	PH: 218.847.5607

n SIOUX FALLS, South dakota
5701 S. Corporate Place, Suite 1
Sioux Falls, SD 57108
	PH: 605.323.2306
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Satellite offices
• Bozeman, Montana
• Boise, Idaho
• Billings, Montana
• Alexandria, Minnesota
• Watertown, South Dakota

• Ashburn, Virginia
• Leander, Texas
• Long Beach, California
• Scarborough, Maine
• Missoula, Montana

• Jackson, Michigan
• Clackamas, Oregon
• Eleva, Wisconsin

Commitment

to

Industry

Project Profiles power

Feature: Veteran’s Boulevard
Substation and T-Line Upgrade
West Fargo, North Dakota
Minnkota Power Cooperative (MPC) partnered with Ulteig to design its new 115/25 kV
substation and associated transmission line upgrade in West Fargo, North Dakota. The
project involved adding a new substation to accommodate future transmission feed
upgrades to 115 kV. Minnkota and Ulteig explored new materials and products for fencing
and electrical materials. They also created multiple 3D renderings of the proposed project
that were used for permitting and city approval of the project.
The Veteran’s Boulevard project is worthy of special recognition for going beyond the
basic design for supplying power to customers. New construction materials and design
methodologies were incorporated while the team innovated new ways to allow for system
expansions and upgrades for years to come. The team also successfully reduced the
impact on neighboring transmission and distribution lines, helping to minimize outages and
costly system rework. Carefully incorporating the new design elements according to MPC
and Cass County Electric Cooperative (CCEC) standards will reliably supply power to the
greater Fargo community while avoiding issues with aesthetic impact and facilitating the
inclusion of new commercial and residential development.

“Ulteig has continually met or exceeded all our
expectations, and this project was no different,” said a
representative from Minnkota Power Cooperative who
worked closely with us on the project. “The team was
instrumental in helping us align our own design standards
with the city’s aesthetic requirements.”

ulteig.com

We listen. We solve.®
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Project Profiles power

Douglas Trail Substation
Rochester, Minnesota

When Epic Systems Corporation approached the city of Rochester, Minnesota, to request a substation on an aggressive deadline, Rochester
Public Utilities (RPU) worked with Ulteig to strategize a solution. The substation was to be built on a small triangle of land surrounded by a
major highway, the new Epic Systems headquarters building and the Douglas State Trail. Ulteig began by leveling the soil and coordinating the
construction of a concrete screening wall.
To allay community concerns over an unsightly structure that could potentially decrease home values, Ulteig designed the substation to have a
low profile with a screening wall that was adorned with a decorative finish. Photographs from the construction site were used to develop a 3D
computer model of the substation. The city of Rochester shared the model in community meetings to address resident concerns. In this way,
Ulteig innovation not only served the client, but also the community.
RPU applauded Ulteig for working at a speed that exceeded expectations and for its valuable contributions to onsite construction.

18
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to Industry

Project Profiles power

Buchanan Substation and Tap Line
Buchanan, Stutsman County, North Dakota

Ulteig’s support of a new distribution substation site and 43.8 kV transmission tap
line in Buchanan, Stutsman County, North Dakota, involved performing a title search,
the development of a landowner database and the creation of a landowner aerial
map for the route.
Ulteig negotiated easements with landowners along the 3.5-mile route. The team also
completed a land value analysis within the project corridor and drafted easement
documents and legal descriptions. Finally, the team successfully negotiated and
secured signatures from all landowners, acting as liaison during construction and
providing project deliverables to the Central Power Electric Cooperative organization.

ulteig.com

We listen. We solve.®
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Project Profiles Renewables

Feature: 100MW West Coast
Solar Project
Central California
This solar engineering project, located in central California, presented exciting opportunities
for Ulteig. Like wind energy, solar energy makes its way from the original source to collection
lines and then to the substation, where the energy exits at a high voltage. We designed the
requirements of CAISO (California Independent System Operator), which controls the grid
in California and has increased requirements and scrutiny. The interconnecting utility also
implements strict design requirements for all projects that connect to their system, and we
met these thorough standards quickly.
After receiving Notice to Proceed, Ulteig had its first round of deliverables to CAISO in
less than two weeks. We also kept up with multiple submittal due dates and requested
content from the various review parties. Our responsiveness and ability to bring a design
to the table on short turnaround allowed the project to progress without compromising the
schedule or quality of work.
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Project Profiles Renewables

Western Plains
Construction Management

Sunflower Network Integration

During wind farm construction, the Ulteig Construction Management team

Ulteig provided integration services to establish network connectivity for the

worked in the field to observe and report project safety and quality management

new Sunflower Wind Farm substation. Working for our valued partner, general

issues to Western Plains Construction Management’s hiring contractors. The

contractor Mortenson Construction, we listened closely to their needs and

work involved monitoring activities, identifying risks, providing mitigation

delivered a solution that provided more network resiliency using the same

recommendations and ensuring Infinity Renewables Construction Management

quantity of equipment as the standard design. While ensuring critical site

Plan (CMP) policies and procedures were followed.

network connections were delivered on time and on budget, we remained true

Dodge City, Kansas

Ulteig also oversaw all phases of construction, from breaking ground to final
commissioning. We were the first line of communication between owner and
contractors, and we kept the landowners apprised of potential property impacts
due to unique land features discovered during construction. The end result was
a high-quality wind farm that met the expectations of all stakeholders involved.

Hebron, North Dakota

to our core value of dedicating ourselves to our clients’ success.

The 14 GW of installed renewables capacity on Ulteig’s resume
offsets about 43 million metric tons of CO2 per year. This is the
equivalent of eliminating CO2 emissions from about 9.17 million
passenger vehicles on an annual basis.
ulteig.com
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Project Profiles transportation

Feature: Medora Interstate
Reconstruction
Medora, North dakota
Overseen by the North Dakota Department of Transportation (NDDOT), this project involved
the complete replacement of the Interstate 94 westbound lane from Medora, North Dakota,
to the Sentinel Butte interchange 12 miles away. The existing four lanes of this segment were
originally constructed approximately 50 years ago. Since then, the amount and weight of traffic
has increased significantly, pushing the roadway to its physical limits. Ulteig provided project
management, inspection and surveying services to produce a safe and low-maintenance
freeway segment that will serve NDDOT over the next 30 years.
Ulteig inspectors oversaw construction, monitored and recorded the contractor’s daily
operations, and verified the contractor was building the roadway to the design plans and
specifications. Ulteig’s survey crew provided staking at the contractor’s request to guarantee
progress. Ulteig regarded this construction project as a machine with several moving parts.
Our job was to keep it working properly by listening to challenges and solving them with the
entire machine in mind. As a result of this dedication and ingenuity, the project was completed
ahead of schedule.

22
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Project Profiles transportation

Minnehaha County
Signage Project

City of Walker
Infrastructure

Colorado DOT
Wildlife Fence

Ulteig completed both the design and the

Ulteig provided design engineering services for

Ulteig is providing construction engineering

construction engineering portion of the South

the infrastructure in the city of Walker, Minnesota.

services for the I-70 Wildlife Fence Project located

Dakota Signage project, working with every

This included 20 city blocks of sanitary sewer,

in Eagle County, Colorado. This three-year project

municipality and several rural districts in Minnehaha

water main and storm sewer, along with street

is designed to improve safety along I-70 by reducing

County to bring every sign up to code and improve

reconstruction. The underground utilities were

animal-vehicle collisions along the corridor. By

traffic safety. This primarily involved updating sign

almost 60 years old, so the project’s main objective

installing the wildlife fence, CDOT can achieve

retroreflectivity to comply with new Manual for

was to extend system longevity.

their goal of eliminating or reducing animal-vehicle

Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) standards
for permanent signing, pavement markings and
traffic control markings.

The area was located near the elementary and
high school in town. To avoid disruption of the first
day of school, the team worked efficiently and
relentlessly to complete the work both on schedule
and under budget.

collisions and reducing animal fatalities by funneling
animals to the designated crossing locations. In its
early stages, the project is proceeding well and
shows great promise for improving safety along
this popular stretch of highway.

ulteig.com
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Project Profiles water

Feature: Oakport Flood Mitigation
Moorhead, Minnesota
After a major flood in 1997, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) spearheaded an
effort to mitigate flood risk for the Oakport Township area located just north of Moorhead,
Minnesota. Within five years, federal government interest waned and the Corps of
Engineers was no longer involved, at which point the Buffalo-Red River Watershed District
in partnership with Oakport Township and Ulteig came forward to study the project from
the State and Local perspective. As part of this further study, Ulteig was tasked to prepare
a preliminary conceptual design that included additional river hydraulic analysis and a
benefit-cost analysis that met the USACE’s criteria. Ultimately, Oakport Township received
sponsorship from the Buffalo-Red River Watershed District to design and construct the
Oakport Flood Mitigation project.
In 2008, Ulteig started to plan design work based on the funding that was available at the
time. The work was broken into multiple phases and then constructed gradually as funding
became available. During construction, the area was impacted by additional flooding in
2009, 2010 and 2011, so we responded by scheduling our efforts strategically to protect
areas that were most vulnerable.
Now with construction complete, Ulteig is working to receive levee certification from
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) for accreditation. To date, 6 miles of
protection have been constructed, which includes 3.5 miles of county highway that were
converted to functional levees, complete with an operation and maintenance plan to ensure
public safety during future flood events. The cost of this project is estimated to exceed
$30 million, resulting in the protection of more than 300 homes and more than 750 acres
of property.

Once the flood control levees are certified, Oakport Township residents living
inside the protected area will see a significant reduction in their annual flood
insurance premiums.
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Project Profiles oil & gas

Feature: Oil & Gas
Infrastructure Services
North Dakota
Ulteig is dedicated to strengthening the infrastructure necessary for safe and efficient oil
transmission lines. Our top priorities are to ensure the health and safety of the public and
everyone involved during the construction process. In 2016, North Dakota saw a lull in oil
exploration, which was an opportunity to improve the infrastructure that would eventually
be used.
Ulteig’s initial service request was to verify quality control in the early construction phase
of terminal sites for a major access pipeline in North Dakota. We monitored and controlled
subsurface soil corrections prior to the terminals’ construction and we provided horizontal
and vertical layout control for the pipe and tank infrastructure systems. This effort allowed
the prefabricated piping and systems to be accurately installed for interconnectivity.
The pipeline’s terminal sites consist of large-scale tanks and vessels with processing and
pressurizing networks of pipes and valves that tap into the pipeline. During tank certifications
and pressure checks, we were on call at multiple sites 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
While the initial request for services was to verify quality control, our partners were so
satisfied with our work and our approach that they asked for additional services for the
project. Through the checks and measures we built into our layout process, we were able
to work quickly while ensuring high standards. In recognition of the responsiveness of our
approach and the quality of our efforts, we were invited to complete the layout. The final
project value ended up being 10 times the initial request for services. Our mobility and clear
communication allowed us to listen carefully and find ways to solve for their needs.
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Commitment
to Industry

Industry
Involvement
Ulteig spends
as much time as
possible with our

Conferences and Trade Shows 100+ in 2016
Participating in organized trade events gives us a crucial platform for communicating who we are and what we do, as well as sharing knowledge
with our peers. They also provide valuable continuous learning for our employees, who get an opportunity to stay current with innovations in

clients, and there

engineering and other related fields.

is real value in

We attended the following conferences and trade shows in 2016. Ulteig employees staffed a booth, served as keynote speaker and participated

connecting with

in discussions at:

industry influencers
as well. These
connections inform
our understanding
of the current

n

n

NETA Conference

n

North Dakota Asphalt Conference

ASCE Joint Geotechnical & Structural
Engineering Congress

n

n

North Dakota League of Cities

n

North Dakota Petroleum Council
Annual Meeting

n

North Dakota Rural Water 30th Annual
Expo and Technical Conference

n

North Dakota Water and
Pollution Control Conference

n

AWEA Conference

likely to impact our

n

clients’ business.

AWEA Fall Conference

n

AWWA MN Section Annual Conference
City Engineers Association Conference

n

RMEL Fall Executive Leadership and
Management Convention

n

RMEL Spring Management, Engineering
and Operations Conference

n

RMEL Transmission Operations
and Maintenance Conference

n

 olar Power Asset Management
S
& Performance Conference

n

Solar Power International

n

Solar Power Northeast
Solar Power PV Conference and Expo

n

DistribuTECH Conference

n

Midwest Solar Expo

n

n

Electric Light & Power Executive Conference

n

Minnesota Airports Conference

n

Solar Power Southeast

n

ENTELEC Conference & Trade Show

n

n

n

IEEE PES Transmission & Distribution
Conference and Expo

 innesota Clerks and Finance Officers
M
Association Conference

S
 outh Dakota Association of
County Hwy Superintendents

n

 innesota Rural Water and Wastewater
M
Technical Conference

n

 outh Dakota Municipal League
S
Conference

n

M
 innesota Society of Engineers
Fall Outing

n

 pring Transmission, Distribution
S
and Metering Conference

n

M
 IPSYCON

n

TransForum West

 ontana Association of County Road
M
Supervisors Conference

n

Upper Midwest Aviation Symposium

n

U
 TC Telecom
Utility Supply Management Alliance

n

IEEE REPC

n

Infocast Utility Summit

n

International Conference on Overhead Lines

n

We listen. We solve.®

NDAWWA Water Treatment Workshop

Annual Wastewater Operators
Conference/MPCA

n
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n

n

challenges and
upcoming trends

 9th Annual Transmission & Substation
4
Design & Operations Symposium

InterSolar

n

n

Lignite Energy Council Annual Meeting

n

LMC Annual Conference

n

Power-Gen International

n

n

NDACE Convention

n

Red River Basin Conference

n

Williston Basin Petroleum Conference

n

NDACo

n

RMEL Cybersecurity Conference

n

Williston Economic Development Summit

2016 Year in Review

Commitment
to Industry

Giving Back to the Industry
Ulteig understands the value of gaining more exposure, knowledge and connections from industry-related events, and we also view them as a
prime opportunity to give something in return. Ulteig employees take great pride in the fact that our participation not only helps elevate the field
of engineering, but also the communities we serve.
Ulteig is a member of the American Council of Engineering Companies (ACEC) in several states around the country and we support the
organization at all levels through financial contributions. ACEC Champion Award winner Jason Hoskins is on the Board of Directors for ACEC
Minnesota and also attends events to educate members on politics and engineering company best practices.

“The expertise and
experience Ulteig
brought to our project,
program and portfolio
management
processes was critical
to our success.”
Blain Nicholls, Director

In addition, our staff members are active on several committees of ACEC North Dakota and ACEC Iowa. Ulteig employees are also active
members of the Minnesota Society of Professional Engineers and the North Dakota Society of Professional Engineers.

of Project Management
at NorthWestern Energy

Project Management Institute (PMI)
In 2016, Ulteig focused on three key areas through PMI for strengthening the continued professional development of our project managers.
Those included efforts to:
n

Actively attend chapter events in multiple regions

n

Routinely engage with online seminars

n

Participate in professional development days

Ulteig continues to promote certification within the ranks of our project management organization, whether an individual is pursuing CAPM
(Certified Associate in Project Management) or PMP (Project Management Professional) status. Many of our team members pursued these
certifications in 2016 and plan to complete them in 2017. As of 2016, Ulteig has nine PMPs and 105 staff members who have earned their
Professional Engineer (PE) certification.
Communication is 90% of a project manager’s job, so we want to increase the effectiveness of our interactions — whether that involves
having meaningful feedback regarding QRSE (Quality, Responsiveness, Schedule Adherence, Efficiency) with our project team members,
reporting to internal stakeholders or giving status updates to our clients. As members of the project management services organization,
the simple practice of developing strong interpersonal skills goes a long way toward ensuring the success of each project — and the longterm success of the company.
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